Best New Young Adult Fiction
Albertalli, Becky. Leah on the Offbeat. (TEEN ALBER)
Leah Burke is an anomaly in her friend group: the only child of a young, single mom; her life is
decidedly less privileged. She loves to draw but is too self-conscious to show it. And even though
her mom knows she's bisexual, she hasn't mustered the courage to tell her friends-- not even her
openly gay BFF, Simon. When her rock-solid friend group starts to fracture in unexpected ways,
it's hard for Leah to strike the right note. And with prom and college on the horizon, tensions are
running high. If only real life was as rhythmic as her drumming...

Albertalli, Becky. The Upside of Unrequited. (TEEN ALBER)
Avoiding relationships to protect her sensitive heart, plus-sized Molly supports her once-cynical
twin, Cassie, when the latter has her own bout of lovesickness, a situation that is complicated by
sibling dynamics and an unexpected romantic triangle.

Albertalli, Becky and Adam Silvera. What If It's Us. (TEEN ALBER)
Told in two voices, when Arthur, a summer intern from Georgia, and Ben, a native New Yorker,
meet it seems like fate, but after three attempts at dating fail they wonder if the universe is
pushing them together or apart.

Choi, Mary H. K. Emergency Contact. (TEEN CHOI)
After a chance encounter, Penny and Sam become each other's emergency contacts and find
themselves falling in love digitally, without the humiliating weirdness of having to see each other.
When Penny Lee heads to college in Austin, Texas, to learn how to become a writer, it's seventynine miles and a zillion light years away from everything she can't wait to leave behind. Sam is
stuck, literally, figuratively, emotionally, financially. He works at a café and sleeps there too; he
knows that this is the chapter of his life that will serve as inspiration for when he's a famous
movie director but right life is really testing him. When they cross paths it's a collision of
unbearable awkwardness. But as they stay in touch via text and share their deepest anxieties and
secret dreams without the humiliating weirdness of having to see each other.

Colfer, Chris. Stranger than fanfiction. (TEEN COLFE)
Cash Carter, the young, world-famous lead actor of the hit television show Wiz Kids, is a
favorite of the tabloids and paparazzi, who take notice of his every move. When four fans
jokingly invite him on a cross-country road trip, they are shocked when he actually
accepts their invitation. Getting a taste of the spotlight, this unlikely crew takes off on a
journey of narrow escapes from photographers, not-so-glamorous mishaps, and surprise
turns. But along the way they discover that the star they love isn't the picture-perfect
person they've seen on TV. Cash Carter has secrets--big ones that no one else knows
about--and they just might tear his image apart. A novel about the truth behind power,

fame, and the meaning of friendship, on a hilarious, life-changing adventure across the
States.
Dessen, Sarah. Once and for All : a novel. (TEEN DESSE)
Louna's years working at her mother's wedding planning business--as well as the tragic end of her
first love--have shaped her cynical views on romance, but the arrival of serial-dater Ambrose may
start to change Louna's mind and give her a second chance at love.

Green, John. Turtles all the Way Down. (TEEN GREEN)
It all begins with a fugitive billionaire and the promise of a cash reward. Turtles All the Way
Down is about lifelong friendship, the intimacy of an unexpected reunion, Star Wars fan fiction,
and tuatara. But at its heart is Aza Holmes, a young woman navigating daily existence within the
ever-tightening spiral of her own thoughts.

Han, Jenny. Always and Forever, Lara Jean. (TEEN HAN)
While helping plan her father's wedding, senior Lara Jean struggles with choosing a college and
questions how graduation is going to change her relationship with her boyfriend Peter.

LaCour, Nina. We are okay : a novel. (TEEN LACOU)
After leaving her life behind to go to college in New York, Marin must face the truth about the
tragedy that happened in the final weeks of summer when her friend Mabel comes to visit.

Lauren, Christina. Autoboyography. (TEEN LAURE)
High school senior Tanner Scott has hidden his bisexuality since his family moved to Utah, but
he falls hard for Sebastian, a Mormon mentoring students in a writing seminar Tanner's best
friend convinced him to take.

Lee, Mackenzi. The Gentleman's Guide to Vice and Virtue. (TEEN LEE)
Henry "Monty" Montague was bred to be a gentleman. His passions for gambling halls, late
nights spent with a bottle of spirits, or waking up in the arms of women or men, have earned the
disapproval of his father. His quest for pleasures and vices have led to one last hedonistic hurrah
as Monty, his best friend and crush Percy, and Monty's sister Felicity begin a Grand Tour of
Europe. When a reckless decision turns their trip abroad into a harrowing manhunt, it calls into
question everything Monty knows, including his relationship with the boy he adores.

Lee, Mackenzi. The Lady's Guide to Petticoats and Piracy. (TEEN LEE)
A year after a whirlwind tour, Felicity has returned to England with two goals—avoid the
marriage proposal of a lovestruck suitor and enroll in medical school. However, her intellect and
passion will never be enough in the eyes of the administrators, who see men as the sole guardians
of science. Luckily, a mysterious young woman is willing to pay Felicity’s way, so long as she’s
allowed to travel with Felicity disguised as her maid. In spite of her suspicions, Felicity agrees,

but once the girl’s true motives are revealed, Felicity becomes part of a perilous quest that leads
them from the German countryside to the promenades of Zurich to secrets lurking beneath the
Atlantic.

Johnson, Maureen. Truly Devious. (TEEN JOHNS)
When Stevie Bell, an amateur detective, begins her first year at a famous private school in
Vermont, she sets a plan to solve the cold case involving the kidnapping of the founder's wife and
daughter shortly after the school opened.

Matson, Morgan, Eric Sailer and Eleanor Grant. Save the Date. (TEEN MATSO)
When seventeen-year-old Charlie Grant's four older siblings reunite for a wedding, she is
determined they will have a perfect weekend before the family home is sold, but last-minute
disasters abound.

McGuire, Jamie. All the Little Lights. (TEEN MCGUI)
The first time Elliott spots Catherine, he's just a boy with a camera, and he's never seen a sadder
and more beautiful sight. Both Elliott and Catherine feel like outcasts, yet they find an easy
friendship with each other. But when Catherine needs him most, Elliott is forced to leave town.
Elliott finally returns, but he and Catherine are now different people. He's a star high school
athlete, and she spends all her free time working at her mother's mysterious bed-and-breakfast.
Catherine hasn't forgiven Elliott for abandoning her, but he's determined to win back her
friendship...and her heart.

McManus, Karen M. One of Us is Lying. (TEEN MCMAN)
Pay close attention and you might solve this. On Monday afternoon, five students at Bayview
High walk into detention. Bronwyn, the brain, is Yale-bound and never breaks a rule. Addy, the
beauty, is the picture-perfect homecoming princess. Nate, the criminal, is already on probation for
dealing. Cooper, the athlete, is the all-star baseball pitcher. And Simon, the outcast, is the creator
of Bayview High's notorious gossip app. Only, Simon never makes it out of that classroom.
Before the end of detention Simon's dead. And according to investigators, his death wasn't an
accident. On Monday, he died. But on Tuesday, he'd planned to post juicy reveals about all four
of his high-profile classmates, which makes all four of them suspects in his murder.

Menon, Sandhya. When Dimple met Rishi. (TEEN MENON)
Dimple Shah has it all figured out. With graduation behind her, she's more than ready for a break
from her family, from Mamma's inexplicable obsession with her finding the "Ideal Indian
Husband." Ugh. Dimple knows they must respect her principles on some level, though. If they
truly believed she needed a husband right now, they wouldn't have paid for her to attend a
summer program for aspiring web developers... right? Rishi Patel is a hopeless romantic. So when
his parents tell him that his future wife will be attending the same summer program as him -wherein he'll have to woo her -- he's totally on board. Because as silly as it sounds to most people
in his life, Rishi wants to be arranged, believes in the power of tradition, stability, and being a
part of something much bigger than himself. The Shahs and Patels didn't mean to start turning the

wheels on this "suggested arrangement" so early in their children's lives, but when they noticed
them both gravitate toward the same summer program, they figured, Why not? Dimple and Rishi
may think they have each other figured out. But when opposites clash, love works hard to prove
itself in the most unexpected ways.

Murphy, Julie. Puddin'. (TEEN MURPH)
When circumstances put Millie Michalchuk and Callie Reyes together over the course of a
semester, the girls realize they have more in common than they ever imagined.

Pan, Emily X. R. The Astonishing Color of After. (TEEN PAN)
After her mother's suicide, grief-stricken Leigh Sanders travels to Taiwan to stay with
grandparents she never met, determined to find her mother who she believes turned into a bird.

Poston, Ashley. Geekerella : a novel. (TEEN POSTO)
Geek girl Ellie hopes to go to ExcelsiCon Cosplay to meet the actor (closet nerd Darien)
scheduled to play Federation Prince Carmindor in a reboot of the movie Starfield.

Roe, Robin. A List of Cages. (TEEN ROE)
Adam, a high school senior, rescues Julian, a freshman, from an abusive situation.

Sáenz, Benjamin Alire. The Inexplicable Logic of my Life : a novel. (TEEN SAENZ)
Sal used to know his place with his adoptive gay father, their loving Mexican American family,
and his best friend, Samantha. But it's senior year, and suddenly Sal is throwing punches,
questioning everything, and realizing he no longer knows himself. If Sal's not who he thought he
was, who is he?

Silvera, Adam. They Both Die at the End. (TEEN SILVE)
In a near-future New York City where a service alerts people on the day they will die, teenagers
Mateo Torrez and Rufus Emeterio meet using the Last Friend app and are faced with the
challenge of living a lifetime on their End Day.

Silvera, Adam. History is All you Left Me. (TEEN SILVE)
Secrets are revealed as OCD-afflicted Griffin grieves for his first love, Theo, who died in a
drowning accident.

Summers, Courtney. Sadie. (TEEN SUMME)
Told from the alternating perspectives of nineteen-year-old Sadie who runs away from her
isolated small Colorado town to find her younger sister's killer, and a true crime podcast
exploring Sadie's disappearance.

Thomas, Angie. The Hate U Give. (TEEN THOMA)
Sixteen-year-old Starr Carter moves between two worlds: the poor neighborhood where she lives
and the fancy suburban prep school she attends. The uneasy balance between these worlds is
shattered when Starr witnesses the fatal shooting of her childhood best friend Khalil at the hands
of a police officer. Khalil was unarmed. Soon afterward, his death is a national headline. Some
are calling him a thug, maybe even a drug dealer and a gangbanger. Protesters are taking to the
streets in Khalil's name. Some cops and the local drug lord try to intimidate Starr and her family.
What everyone wants to know is: what really went down that night? And the only person alive
who can answer that is Starr. But what Starr does or does not say could upend her community. It
could also endanger her life.

Zappia, Francesca. Eliza and her Monsters. (TEEN ZAPPI)
In the real world, Eliza Mirk is shy, weird, and friendless. Online, she's LadyConstellation, the
anonymous creator of the wildly popular webcomic Monstrous Sea. Eliza can't imagine enjoying
the real world as much as she loves the online one, and she has no desire to try. Then Wallace
Warland, Monstrous Sea's biggest fanfiction writer, transfers to her school. Wallace thinks Eliza
is just another fan, and as he draws her out of her shell, she begins to wonder if a life offline
might be worthwhile. But when Eliza's secret is accidentally shared with the world, everything
she's built -- her story, her relationship with Wallace, and even her sanity -- begins to fall apart.

Zentner, Jeff. Goodbye Days. (TEEN ZENTN)
Looks at a teen's life after the death of his best friend and how he navigates through the guilt and
pain by celebrating their lives--and ultimately learning to forgive himself.

